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  Building Low-Code Applications with Mendix Bryan
Kenneweg,Imran Kasam,Micah McMullen,Michael
Guido,2021-02-26 Transform your app ideas into
fully functional prototypes with the help of
expert tips and best practices from Mendix
partners Key FeaturesMeet the ever-increasing
demand for software solution delivery without
having to write any codeBuild high-availability,
low-cost applications unlike those developed via a
traditional software engineering approachExplore
Mendix from product design through to delivery
using real-world scenariosBook Description Low-
code is a visual approach to application
development. It enables developers of varying
experience levels to create web and mobile apps
using drag-and-drop components and model-driven
logic through a graphic user interface. Mendix is
among the fastest-growing platforms that enable
low-code enthusiasts to put their software ideas
into practice without having to write much code,
and Building Low-Code Applications with Mendix
will help you get up and running with the process
using examples and practice projects. The book
starts with an introduction to Mendix, along with
the reasons for using this platform and its tools
for creating your first app. As you progress,
you'll explore Mendix Studio Pro, the visual
environment that will help you learn Mendix app
creation. Once you have your working app ready,
you'll understand how to enhance it with custom
business logic and rules. Next, you'll find out
how to defend your app against bad data,
troubleshoot and debug it, and finally, connect it
with real-world business platforms. You'll build
practical skills as the book is filled with
examples, real-world scenarios, and explanations
of the tools needed to help you build low-code
apps successfully. By the end of this book, you'll
have understood the concept of low-code
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development, learned how to use Mendix
effectively, and developed a working app. What you
will learnGain a clear understanding of what low-
code development is and the factors driving its
adoptionBecome familiar with the various features
of Mendix for rapid application
developmentDiscover concrete use cases of Studio
ProBuild a fully functioning web application that
meets your business requirementsGet to grips with
Mendix fundamentals to prepare for the Mendix
certification examUnderstand the key concepts of
app development such as data management, APIs,
troubleshooting, and debuggingWho this book is for
This book is for tech-savvy business analysts and
citizen developers who want to get started with
Mendix for rapid mobile and web application
development. The book is also helpful for seasoned
developers looking to learn a new tool/platform
and for anyone passionate about designing
technical solutions without wanting to indulge in
the complexities of writing code. The book assumes
beginner-level knowledge of object-oriented
programming and the ability to translate technical
solutions from business requirements.
  Expert Android Programming Prajyot
Mainkar,2017-09-29 Become a pro with the latest
Android SDK and create state of the art
applications for Android. About This Book Dive
deep into Android development with practical hands
on examples to help you in each stage. Develop
smart professional grade apps for the latest
Android N version and become a pro android
developer. Unclog your development highway by
utilising the industry standard best practices
techniques. Who This Book Is For This book is for
mobile developers having some expertise in
building android apps and who wish to now take a
leap into building complex app such as Zomato,
using latest Android N power of Google. What You
Will Learn Building UI/UX following best industry
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practices Development of Zomato Clone Measure and
improve app performance Improving app using test
mechanisms Bringing the app live on the play store
In Detail Android O brings a number of important
changes for the users as well as the developers.
If you want to create smart android applications
which are fast, lightweight and also highly
efficient then this is the book that will solve
all your problems. You will create a complex
enterprise grade app in this book. You will get a
quick refresher of the latest android SDK and how
to configure your development environment. Then
you will move onto creating app layouts, component
and module building, creating smart and efficient
UIs. The most important part of a modern day app
is how real time they are. With this book, you
will create a smooth back-end for your app, ensure
dynamic and real time communication between
different app layers. As we move on, you will
learn to leverage the different Android APIs and
create an efficient SQLite data layer for your
apps. You will implement effective testing
techniques to make your app reliable and robust
and finally you will learn to deploy it
efficiently. The multiple stages of android
development will also be simplified by giving you
an industry standard set of best practices. Style
and approach This book will have a dedicated
practical tutorial style approach with focus on
professional & enterprise grade android app
development. The examples in each chapter will be
modular and will also help you to create a
complete fully fueatured android app by the end of
the book.
  Apps for Librarians Nicole Hennig,2014-09-24 How
can your library—and your patrons—benefit from
mobile apps? This guidebook offers a solid
foundation in app-literacy, supplying librarians
with the knowledge to review and recommend apps,
offer workshops, and become the app expert for
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their communities. Smartphones and other mobile
devices that support downloadable
applications—universally referred to as apps—can
be used to foster productivity, conduct research,
or read and study. Additionally, savvy librarians
can better serve their communities by gaining
expertise in mobile technologies and being
qualified to make app recommendations to patrons.
This book introduces you to the apps that can help
you save time and increase your own productivity
as well as serve as a curator and reviewer of apps
and resident expert to benefit your patrons. Apps
for Librarians: Using the Best Mobile Technology
to Educate, Create, and Engage will save you from
wading through and learning about the millions of
apps available today and direct you to the very
best apps in areas important to education, the
workplace, and professional development. Organized
by function—reading, writing, reference, multi-
media, and productivity—apps are profiled with the
following information: title, developer, price,
platforms, general description, examples of use,
and key features that make it worthwhile for
learning and creative work.
  The Quick Expert's Guide to Creating an App
Chris Martin,2015-07-09 This series offers a
shortcut to instant expertise! Quick Expert's
Guides are aimed at teens and 'tweens who are keen
to know more about a popular topic but who may be
put off the idea of having to read wordy or
technical guides. Each title includes features
that break down the complex aspects of the
subject, inspirational case studies, activities
and a final project to test the reader's new
skills. Chapter round-ups also offer tips on key
words and phrases as well as boosting self esteem
and confidence, in order to walk the walk and talk
the talk of a true expert.
  Expert Knowledge and Its Application in
Landscape Ecology Ajith H. Perera,C. Ashton
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Drew,Chris J. Johnson,2011-10-22 Typically,
landscape ecologists use empirical observations to
conduct research and devise solutions for applied
problems in conservation and management. In some
instances, they rely on advice and input of
experienced professionals in both developing and
applying knowledge. Given the wealth of expert
knowledge and the risks of its informal and
implicit applications in landscape ecology, it is
necessary to formally recognize and characterize
expert knowledge and bring rigor to methods for
its applications. In this context, the broad goal
of this book is to introduce the concept of expert
knowledge and examine its role in landscape
ecological applications. We plan to do so in three
steps: First we introduce the topic to landscape
ecologists, explore salient characteristics of
experts and expert knowledge, and describe methods
used in capturing and formalizing that knowledge.
Second, we present examples of research in
landscape ecology from a variety of ecosystems and
geographic locations that formally incorporate
expert knowledge. These case studies address a
range of topics that will interest landscape
ecologists and other resource management and
conservation professionals including the specific
roles of expert knowledge in developing, testing,
parameterizing, and applying models; estimating
the uncertainty in expert knowledge; developing
methods of formalizing and incorporating expert
knowledge; and using expert knowledge as competing
models and a source of alternate hypotheses.
Third, we synthesize the state of knowledge on
this topic and critically examine the advantages
and disadvantages of incorporating expert
knowledge in landscape ecological applications.
The disciplinary subject areas we address are
broad and cover much of the scope of contemporary
landscape ecology, including broad-scale forest
management and conservation, quantifying forest
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disturbances and succession, conservation of
habitats for a range of avian and mammal species,
vulnerability and conservation of marine
ecosystems, and the spread and impacts of invasive
plants. This text incorporates the collective
experience and knowledge of over 35 researchers in
landscape ecology representing a diverse range of
disciplinary subject areas and geographic
locations. Through this text, we will catalyze
further thought and investigations on expert
knowledge among the target readership of
researchers, practitioners, and graduate students
in landscape ecology.
  Expert Android Satya Komatineni,Dave
MacLean,Phani Kanakala,2013-07-02 From the leading
publisher of Android books, Apress’ Expert Android
gives you advanced techniques for customizing
views, controls, and layouts. You’ll learn to
develop apps in record time using JSON, Advanced
Form Processing, and the BaaS (Backend As A
Service) platform Parse. The book also includes
extensive coverage on OpenGL, Search, and
Telephony. With these advanced and time saving
technologies you’ll be able to release compelling
mobile applications in Google Play and the Amazon
Appstore at a rapid pace. In Expert Android,
you’ll learn to: Borrow, reuse, or build custom
Android UI components Create 3D experiences using
OpenGL ES 2.0 Write collaborative applications in
the Parse cloud and communicate with your app user
community through Parse Push Technology Reduce the
time-to-market while creating rock solid apps for
multiple devices Whether you are an individual or
enterprise developer, in Expert Android you’ll
find the advanced techniques and practices to take
your mobile apps to the next level. Regardless of
the Android release, this book serves as your
definitive, capstone reference for your Apress
Android experience. What you’ll learn How to
deliver impactful Apps cheaper, better, and
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faster. How to develop for multiple devices and
manage fragmentation in Android How to use Parse
cloud for Storage, Collaborative Social Apps, and
Push notifications How to create Custom Views,
Controls, and Layouts How to create 3D experience
with OpenGL ES 2.0 How to achieve speed to market
through JSON, Form processing, and Parse How to
eliminate memory leaks and poor-performing code
Who this book is for This book is for advanced
Android app developers who have read/used Pro
Android already by the very same authors that
bring you Expert Android. Table of Contents01.
Custom Views 02. Compound Views 03. Custom Layouts
04. Using JSON for On-Device Persistence 05.
Programming for multiple devices 06. Advanced Form
Processing for Android 07. Using the Telephony API
08. Advanced Debugging and Analysis 09.
Programming in OpenGL ES 2.0 for Android 10.
Android Search User Experience 11. Android Search
Providers 12. Android Search Custom Providers 13.
Cloud storage for Applications: Parse.com 14.
Enhancing Parse with Parcelables 15. Using Push
Notifications with Parse
  Finale Music App Basics Ben Byram-
Wigfield,2015-04-13 Finale is an incredible
application, that is feature-rich and easy to use
if you know how. It can help professional
musicians as well as students and those who are
just starting out. With expert advice on this
great music app you will be able to make progress
with your music projects. This book includes step-
by-step instructions for tasks such as importing,
exporting and gives simple tips to enhance your
compositions. A beginner will find all the
information they need made easy in this great
practical guide.
  Idea to iPhone Carla White,2013-03-29 Learn to
build apps from scratch without any programming
experience! Do you have a great idea for an app
but have no idea where to begin? Then this is the
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book for you. Even if you have no programming
experience, this easy-to-follow, step-by-step
guide teaches you exactly what you need to know to
bring your app idea to life without a lot of cash
or coding. Packed with tips and tricks to get you
started, this book shows you - start to finish -
how to take your idea and turn it into a fully
working, functional app. Walks you through getting
started, designing your app, and developing your
idea Helps you launch your app and then promote it
Reassures you that no programming experience is
needed in order to create a fully functional app
Idea to iPhone is an easy-to-read book that shows
you how to get your idea from your head to the
iTunes store!
  Expert Android Studio Murat Yener,Onur
Dundar,2016-09-13 Take your Android programming
skills to the next level by unleashing the
potential of Android Studio Expert Android Studio
bridges the gap between your Android programing
skills with the provided tools including Android
Studio, NDK, Gradle and Plugins for IntelliJ Idea
Platform. Packed with best practices and advanced
tips and techniques on Android tools, development
cycle, continuos integration, release management,
testing, and performance, this book offers
professional guidance to experienced developers
who want to push the boundaries of the Android
platform with the developer tools. You'll discover
how to use the tools and techniques to unleash
your true potential as a developer. Discover the
basics of working in Android Studio and Gradle, as
well as the application architecture of the latest
Android platform Understand Native Development Kit
and its integration with Android Studio Complete
your development lifecycle with automated tests,
dependency management, continuos integration and
release management Writing your own Gradle plugins
to customize build cycle Writing your own plugins
for Android Studio to help your development tasks.
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Expert Android Studio is a tool for expert and
experienced developers who want to learn how to
make use of the tools while creating Android
applications for use on mobile devices.
  Texas Rules of Evidence Manual - Tenth Edition
David A. Schlueter,Jonathan D.
Schlueter,2015-07-01 Texas Rules of Evidence
Manual provides an updated comprehensive reference
to Texas evidence for both civil and criminal
cases. The book provides a rule-by-rule analysis
of each Rule of Evidence. This sturdy hard-cover
text is designed for heavy use in the courtroom.
This text helps those who are bound to use the
Texas Rules of Evidence, whether it is the bench
or the bar or those studying evidence. While the
text contains some academic discussions, the book
is designed to explain what a particular Rule
requires or prohibits, to indicate what the
appellate courts have said about the Rules, and to
offer some practical pointers on using the Rules.
The book itself has been designed to make it as
useful as possible to the harried judge, counsel,
and student who must quickly find the law.
Following each Rule is an editorial commentary on
the Rule explaining how the Rule works, what the
Texas courts have said about the Rule, and how it
compares with the Federal Rule, because Texas
courts often review federal precedent where they
find it helpful in applying a Texas Rule. When
appropriate, practical pointers are also provided
on how to use the Rule. Where the Rules apply in
the same fashion for both civil and criminal
cases, those points are discussed together. On the
other hand, where they diverge, the authors have
used separate headings for Civil and Criminal when
that seems appropriate. One of the objectives of
the Editorial Analysis in this text is to deal
with the interrelationships of the various Rules.
The authors have noted those areas where the Rules
differ from pre-Rules case law or statutory
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provisions. Some of the Rules changed the prior
Texas evidence law and, althoughmany of the Texas
Rules agree with the Federal Rules, a number
differ significantly.
  Expert Android Programming Prajyot
Mainkar,2017-09-29 Become a pro with the latest
Android SDK and create state of the art
applications for Android.About This Book* Dive
deep into Android development with practical hands
on examples to help you in each stage.* Develop
smart professional grade apps for the latest
Android N version and become a pro android
developer.* Unclog your development highway by
utilising the industry standard best practices
techniques. Who This Book Is ForThis book is for
mobile developers having some expertise in
building android apps and who wish to now take a
leap into building complex app such as Zomato,
using latest Android N power of Google.What You
Will Learn* Building UI/UX following best industry
practices* Development of Zomato Clone* Measure
and improve app performance* Improving app using
test mechanisms* Bringing the app live on the play
storeIn DetailAndroid O brings a number of
important changes for the users as well as the
developers. If you want to create smart android
applications which are fast, lightweight and also
highly efficient then this is the book that will
solve all your problems.You will create a complex
enterprise grade app in this book. You will get a
quick refresher of the latest android SDK and how
to configure your development environment. Then
you will move onto creating app layouts, component
and module building, creating smart and efficient
UIs. The most important part of a modern day app
is how real time they are. With this book, you
will create a smooth back-end for your app, ensure
dynamic and real time communication between
different app layers. As we move on, you will
learn to leverage the different Android APIs and
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create an efficient SQLite data layer for your
apps. You will implement effective testing
techniques to make your app reliable and robust
and finally you will learn to deploy it
efficiently. The multiple stages of android
development will also be simplified by giving you
an industry standard set of best practices.Style
and approachThis book will have a dedicated
practical tutorial style approach with focus on
professional & enterprise grade android app
development. The examples in each chapter will be
modular and will also help you to create a
complete fully fueatured android app by the end of
the book.
  The South Western Reporter ,1926 Includes the
decisions of the Supreme Courts of Missouri,
Arkansas, Tennessee, and Texas, and Court of
Appeals of Kentucky; Aug./Dec. 1886-May/Aug. 1892,
Court of Appeals of Texas; Aug. 1892/Feb. 1893-
Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Civil and Criminal
Appeals of Texas; Apr./June 1896-Aug./Nov. 1907,
Court of Appeals of Indian Territory; May/June
1927-Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Appeals of Missouri
and Commission of Appeals of Texas.
  The United States Board of Tax Appeals Charles
Dennis Hamel,1926
  Oracle Exadata Expert's Handbook Tariq
Farooq,Charles Kim,Nitin Vengurlekar,Sridhar
Avantsa,Guy Harrison,Syed Jaffar
Hussain,2015-06-12 The Practical, Authoritative,
360-Degree Technical Guide to Oracle Exadata: From
Setup to Administration, Optimization, Tuning, and
Troubleshooting The blazingly fast Oracle Exadata
Database Machine is being embraced by thousands of
large-scale users worldwide: by governments, the
military, enterprise organizations, cloud service
providers, and anyone who needs extreme
performance. Now, Oracle Exadata Expert’s Handbook
provides authoritative guidance to running Oracle
Exadata with maximum reliability, effectiveness,
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performance, and efficiency. Six renowned Oracle
technology experts have brought together core
technical information, experience, best practices,
and insider tips in a concise reference. Covering
both 11g and 12c versions of Oracle Exadata
software, they deliver hands-on coverage of best
practices, setup, migration, monitoring,
administration, performance tuning, and
troubleshooting. Whether you’re an Oracle Exadata
DBA, DMA, architect, or manager, you need these
insights. Get a 360-degree overview of the Oracle
Exadata Database Machine Efficiently deploy RAC
within the Oracle Exadata ecosystem Fully leverage
Storage Cell’s extraordinary performance, via
Offloading, Smart Scans, and Hybrid Columnar
Compression Manage Exadata with OEM 12c: perform
setup, configuration, asset/target discovery, and
day-to-day administration Tune Oracle Exadata for
even better performance Perform Exadata
Backup/Recovery/DR with RMAN and Data Guard
Migrate to Oracle Exadata from other platforms Use
Oracle Exadata with the ZFS Storage Appliance
Consolidate within the Exadata Database Cloud
  The Encyclopedic Digest of Texas Reports
(Criminal Cases) Thomas Johnson Michie,1913
  Current Law ,1905
  Decennial Edition of the American Digest ,1928
  The Southwestern Reporter ,1922
  Clean Architecture for Android Eran
Boudjnah,2022-10-03 Architect an android
application independent of UI, databases and
frameworks KEY FEATURES ● Find out why Clean
Architecture is so beneficial for Android
development. ● Learn the principles of clean
architecture and see how you can implement them in
your next project. ● Leverage unit and end-to-end
testing to boost the quality of your Android
projects. DESCRIPTION Clean Architecture for
Android was written to help developers apply Clean
Architecture to their projects. The book will
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explain why Clean Architecture is so valuable. It
will demonstrate how you can use this architecture
to build more reliable and extensible apps. It
will also show you how Clean Architecture helps
ensure your projects are easy to maintain. This
book will explain the structure and functions at
each level of the architecture. It will show you
how to integrate Clean Architecture into your
project and gradually transition from your current
architecture to the new one. Finally, it will
demonstrate how to apply the various Clean
Architecture concepts by practicing and
demonstrating their value. If you are new to
creating Android apps, this book will give you the
foundational knowledge you need to start creating
apps using Clean Architecture. It will walk you
through the process of dissecting requirements
into the Clean Architecture layers. It will then
teach you how to implement every one of these
layers. As a result, your development process
would speed up in the long run and will produce a
high quality product. Having a high percentage of
your code tested is also beneficial, which is why
in this book you will also learn how to test your
app. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ● Build an Android
application from the ground up using the Clean
Architecture standard. ● Transform an existing
application into clean architecture-based business
software. ● Methods and approaches for introducing
the novel functionality. ● Learn to perform class-
based testing for a clean architecture
application. ● Conduct full-stack testing to
ensure your software works as planned. WHO THIS
BOOK IS FOR This book caters to Android developers
of all skill levels, as well as Kotlin programmers
and mobile app developers. The reader doesn't need
to have a solid knowledge of Kotlin, but it is
preferred to be known. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1.
Introduction 2. Clean Architecture Principles 3.
Clean Architecture in Android 4. Unit Testing 5.
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End-to-End Testing 6. Failures and Exceptions 7.
Implementing a New Feature 8. Migrating An
Existing Project 9. Other Bits and Bobs Appendix:
Project Setup
  Report of Cases Argued and Determined in the
Court of Appeals of Alabama Alabama. Court of
Appeals,Lawrence H. Lee,1923
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